


TOUCH    
Our senses work together to  

bring calm, reduce our stress, and 
bring us fully into the  

present moment. 

Our TOUCH collection  
brings objects into our space that 

can help ground us…by simply 
running our hands across their 

surface. 

A rich and complex history surrounds each of 
our techniques and materials. They are the 

foundation of our collection. We work directly 
with artisans who specialize in using unique 

fibers to create bark cloth, loom wovens, and 
plaited palm leaf textiles. 

Each textile is made through the sustainable 
harvesting of fiber and leaves from indigenous 

mutuba, raffia, banana, and enkindukindu trees. 
Vincent Kajjoga, 9th generation barkcloth maker



No.2, 20” x 20” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.1, 16” x 24” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.3, 20” x 20” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.4, 14” x 36” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 



No.5, 12” x 20” 
Handwoven palm, natural 

barkcloth, and cotton 

No.6, 12” x 24” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.7, 18” x 18” 
Natural barkcloth handwoven 

palm and cotton 

No.8, 18” x 18” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.9, 18” x 18” 
Clay-dyed barkcloth 

handwoven palm and cotton 

Available in  
Clay-Dyed



(Not Pictured) No.10, 12” x 24” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 

No.11, 12” x 48” 
Handwoven palm and cotton 



No.12, 12” x 20” 
Barkcloth  and handwoven 

cotton 

No.13, 20” x 20” 
Barkcloth  and handwoven 

cotton 



Pillows No.1-15 
Side zipper and handwoven cotton reverse



No.16, 26” x 26” 
Floor pillow with two handles 

Handwoven barkcloth and natural 
fibers, both sides 

No.25

Available in  
Clay-Dyed

Available in  
Natural

No.26No.15 No.17

(Not pictured) No.15, 16” x 24” 
*no handles 

Handwoven barkcloth and natural fibers  
with handwoven cotton reverse 



Floor Runner, 27” x 42” 
Handwoven  barkcloth and 

natural fibers 

Floor Runner, 27” x 60” 
Handwoven  barkcloth and 

natural fibers 

Floor Runner, 27” x 96” 
Handwoven  barkcloth and 

natural fibers 



Floor Runner options  
*Inquire about FULL Catalog 

Designs shown at  
approximately 12” x 12” 

No.25

No.17No.15

Available in  
Natural

No.26

Available in  
Clay-Dyed



We hope that each object will connect you to our long line of 

makers and artisans who are responsible for crafting our work, 

and bring calm and grounding every time you use one.  
Lesli Robertson, Mekeka Designs 



Terms and Conditions  
wholesale orders 

Textile/Material Samples 
To help you understand what our materials look and feel like, you may request a 
complimentary sample brochure. 

Orders  
Minimum of $500 

Lead Time 
As a bespoke brand working with small groups of artisan experts, our production times 
vary between 8 - 12 weeks. You can request information on specific product timelines 
based on our current stock. 

Shipping 
Wholesale price includes shipping to Texas, USA. Options for shipping directly from 
Uganda to your country and faster shipping options are available per request. 

Payments  
50% deposit at time of order and final deposit due at time of shipment to buyer. 

About your products       
Each textile is crafted entirely by hand from materials from nature. Slight variations in 
tone, surface, and structure are to be expected. 

Customers must be open to: 
 - Reasonable variations in color 
 - Reasonable differences in designs 
 - Mekeka Designs will  communicate with customers throughout the production when 
products differs from samples or photos in catalog. 

Not guaranteed against natural wear, abrasion, stretch, shrinkage or fading                                     

Does not include pillow forms 

Telling the story of the textiles 
Upon receipt of your deposit, Mekeka Designs will release approved photos as well as 
PR materials to help you tell the unique story of our textiles to your customers.  
  


